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8-Day Enduro Adventure in Serbia (M-ID: 3070)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/3070-8-day-enduro-adventure-in-serbia

from €989.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
8 days

Massive rocks, steep hills, lots of roots and tight trails - that's what hard enduro in Serbia is like!

8-Day Hard Enduro Adventure in the heart of Serbia

Itinerary:

Day 1: Welcome to Belgrade!
After your arrival in Belgrade, the capital city of Serbia and
one the most interesting towns of Europe, our guides will
welcome you with a tasty dinner. While you enjoy your
meal, you can get to know each other, discuss the
upcoming days and make some plans for the night - after
all, Belgrade is well-known for its hospitality, its good
restaurants and its crazy nightlife!

Day 2: Mountain exploration
After breakfast, it's time to explore the first mountain of our
tour, which is situated about one hour from our hotel. To
get there, we will help each other to load up their bikes onto
their trailers and then drive to the mountain together, where
we will go for a first exciting ride. At noon, we will enjoy a
delicious lunch together while taking a short break from
riding and then jump back on our enduros. In the evening,
after a full day of riding, we will drive back to Belgrade
where you can enjoy a tasty dinner and afterwards dive into
the vivid nightlife again.

Day 3: On our way to Kragujevac
In the morning, we enjoy our breakfast before driving to
Kragujevac, the 4th biggest town of Serbia. Kragujevac is
surrounded by a number of beautiful mountains with
countless challenging hard enduro trails that we will ride all
day. In the evening, we will be exhausted but happy while
driving back to Belgrade, where you can let the day end
however you want to.

Day 4: Rest day
Today, it is time to rest. After three nights in Belgrade, we
will also switch location today by driving to the Tara

Mountain, one of the most beautiful mountains of the
Balkan region and home to the tough Xross Challenge.
During our three hour drive, we will take some breaks to
enjoy lunch together and explore some of the most
beautiful parts of the Tara national park. In the evening, we
will check-in to our hotel and enjoy a rich and delicious
dinner.

Days 5 - 7: Hard Enduro in the Tara Mountain
After our rest day, today it is time to get back on our
enduros. Your guides, part of the organization team of the
challenging Xross Challenge, know exactly where to find
the best trails along with the most unique landscapes.
Soon, you will realize why some of the best extreme enduro
riders of the world come to the Tara Mountain year after
year to challenge themselves on their enduros. During the
day, we will enjoy our daily lunches together and in the
evening, we will have enough time to share some of our
best memories while feasting on our delicious dinners.

Day 8: See you again soon!
After breakfast, it is time to go back home. You will be tired
but your mind will be full of great memories.
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Countries Serbia

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

on request

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty medium

difficult

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider with own motorcycle €989.00

per rider with rental motorcycle: Beta 300 RR €1,768.00

per rider with rental motorcycle: KTM 300 EXC TPI €1,768.00

Single room (supplement) €129.99

Protective equipment in a complete set: Enduro clothing, boots, knee pads, back and
chest armour, helmet, glasses and gloves (surcharge) per person

€189.00

Included

5 guided day tours with experienced guide

7 nights in double rooms with breakfast

7 x lunch

Technical support during the tour

Not included

Rental motorcycle (please select if desired)

Protective equipment (please select if desired)

Arrival and departure to the starting point of the tour and back
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Airport transfer to the accommodation and back

All meals and drinks that are not explicitly marked as included

Personal expenses and tips

Visa fees

Everything not listed under features

More details

Duration: 8 days

Tour size: min. 2 riders / max. 8 riders

Categories: Enduro / Hard Enduro

From Mount Tara (Serbia)

To Mount Tara (Serbia)

Languages: English, others on request

The minimum number of participants for this tour is 2 persons. However, if you only want to book 1 ticket, you
can of course do so. Book the tour in advance on our website and we will then assign you to a tour together
with other travellers. If the minimum number of participants is not reached, we will contact you in time to find a
suitable solution for you.
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